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Hearing 
like second nature
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ReSound® helps people rediscover hearing. 
We develop hearing solutions that emulate 
the natural ear to let you forget your hearing 
loss and that you wear hearing aids – enabling 
you to live a more rich, active and fulfilling life. 

Now, ReSound breaks new ground again 
with ReSound Verso™. A versatile hearing 
solution that empowers you to instinctively 
tune in to what you want to hear, so hearing 
becomes like second nature.

Get the full ReSound Verso™ 
experience. Scan here or go to  
resound.com/verso
gnresound.co.uk/verso
gnresound.co.nz/verso
gnresound.com.au/verso



Imagine easily following any conversation. 
Being fully aware of sounds around you. 
Comfortably moving from a quiet place to 
a noisy one. And instinctively listening to 
what you want to hear.

Now you can – with ReSound Verso™.

ReSound Verso is an advanced hearing solution  
that lets you tune in to all the voices and sounds 
that matter most to you. Instinctively and wherever 
you are. Thanks to breakthrough technology that 
gives you a true-to-life hearing experience, you  
will engage naturally with the world around you. 
Like second nature.

Sound in perfect 
balance



More opportunities
With the hearing instruments making all sounds 
audible and perfectly balanced, you get a more 
natural sense of what’s going on around you. You 
know which sounds are loudest, how close they 
are, and where they come from. So you can react 
and respond naturally to what you want to hear.

More focus 
When you have full awareness, you have a much 
greater ability to focus on voices and other sounds 
you want to hear. Even in very difficult listening 
situations, like having a conversation in a noisy 
restaurant.

More freedom
When you’re on the go, moving from one place 
to another, the hearing aids automatically 
adapt to provide you with the ultimate sense of 
understanding and awareness. So hearing is easy 
and comfortable wherever you are.

React, respond, 
engage – 
instinctively

ReSound Verso™ uses unique technology 
that supports the way hearing naturally 
works. We call it Binaural Fusion™. 
 
It ensures that the two hearing aids work 
as one system to pick up all the sounds 
around you, compare notes and balance 
what you hear. This gives you incredibly 
accurate and clear sound – for a more 
natural hearing experience.



Notice every note
You get an amazingly clear and rich music 
experience with the new Music Mode setting.  
It cleverly preserves the tones and nuances of 
music, to achieve excellent sound quality. So all 
your music can come alive.

Clear, comfortable calls
With the Comfort Phone feature, you’ll be able to 
answer the phone without even being reminded 
that you’re wearing a hearing aid. Your phone calls 
will be wonderfully clear – with voices that sound 
natural. The volume on your non-phone hearing aid 
will be lowered automatically, so you’ll be able to 
focus fully on your conversations without losing a 
sense of what’s going on around you.

Even in the most strenuous listening situa-
tions, you’ll notice that ReSound Verso™ 
makes sounds clearer and more nuanced 
– and hearing more comfortable.

That’s because ReSound Verso comes 
with the best sound quality available.  
So soft voices, high notes in music – even 
birdsong – will sound natural again.

Focus on pleasure 
and comfort



A harmonious 
match

We know your needs are unique.  
With ReSound Verso™, your hearing 
solution will be too.

ReSound Verso comes in wide range of models 
designed to make wearing a hearing aid as 
comfortable as possible. Every model is small 
and powerful for its class. They’re also sleek and 
discreet – including some of the smallest hearing 
aids available. And your hearing care provider 
can tailor the settings to give you a perfectly 
customized, premium solution.

Durable and reliable  
Every ReSound Verso model 
is protected inside and out 
by our iSolate™ nanotech 
coating so any kind of 
moisture just rolls right off 
– which means they’ll last 
longer and let you engage in 
all kinds of activities.

Color options for Behind-the-Ear and  
Receiver-in-Ear models

Color options for custom models

Custom  
Invisible-in-Canal

Receiver-in-EarCustom Remote 
Microphone

Mini  
Behind-the-Ear

IIC (Invisible-in-Canal)
Ultra small for ultimate 
discretion.



Extend the conversation  
ReSound Unite™ accessories extend the reach 
of your hearing aids. And they connect you to 
just about any audio device, phone, or home 
entertainment system. Thanks to our unique 
wireless technology, ReSound Unite accessories 
stream crystal clear sound directly to your hearing 
aids.

Connect
to all the good 
things in life

ReSound Unite™ TV
Delivers entertainment at its best when 
connecting to a TV or stereo.

ReSound Unite™ Phone Clip+
Makes phone calls easier anywhere. Use it 
to stream music from your phone, and as a 
remote control for your hearing aids. 

ReSound Control™
An app for easy overview and remote 
control of your hearing aids and wireless 
streamers.

ReSound Unite™ Mini Microphone
Streams sound and brings clarity to
conversations in places like a car or
restaurant.

ReSound Unite™ Remote Control
Gives intuitive, discreet control of your 
ReSound Verso™ hearing aids and 
accessories.Made for

AndroidTM

ANDROID APP ON


